Looking for a light for rugged conditions? The TUF4AA1 is an excellent choice. With steel plate bolted sides and a shatterproof lens, it survives a 6-meter drop with no damage to interior components. Also, the light is weatherproof, making it ideal for outdoor jobs. A bright Xenon bulb provides strong illumination in tough work conditions.

### Product Detail:
- **Designation**: Energizer Hard Case™ 4AA
- **Model**: TUF4AA1
- **Color**: Black and Yellow
- **Power Source**: Four "AA"
- **ANSI/NEDA**: 15 Series
- **Lamp**: HPX21
- **Lamp Rating**: 2.4V, 0.8A
- **Lamp Life**: 15 Hours
- **Lamp Output**: 21 Lumens
- **Typical Weight**: 336 grams (without batteries)
- **Dimensions (mm)**: 225.3 x 76.5 x 69.1

### Performance:
- **Run Time**
  - Continuous Drain to 0.9V per Battery (21°C)

### Important Notice
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